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IN SHAPE. 
Slimtel is the one-piece Inphone. 
A uniquely shaped slimline phone with all its functions ingeniously self- 

contained in one elegant unit—all press-button for fast accurate dialling. 
It's compact and complete, requiring no cradle or base unit; so you 

can use it on a table, sideboard or shelf—in fact any level surface. 
To dial, just pick up and press out the number. Or you can leave it flat, 

flick the easy dial switch and tap out the digits with one finger. 
Other clever features include a memory that stores the last number 

called and re-dials it at the touch of a button So if a number is 
constantly engaged simply press the LR button and Slimtel will try 
again automatically. 

There's also a discreet 'silence' button for confidentiality - 
just press the 'S' button to cut out the microphone, allowing you 
to speak to someone else in the room without being heard 
by the person on the other end of the phone. 

Slimtel is great value too, remarkably priced for its 	
fa 

many advanced features. 	 kie 
And when it comes to mobility Slimtel really moves 

with the times. 
It's fitted with a new Inphone plug to be used 

with the new style sockets which can be quickly and 	
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easily fitted by British Telecom almost anywhere 
you'd like around the home—and at a reasonable 
price too. 
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IN STYLE. 
Slimtel looks stylish in everysetting. 
It's available in off-white with an 

optional wall bracket, ideal for kitchen, 
hall or study. 
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IN ADD 
A Slimtel wall bracket is available at a small 

extra cost. 
You will find all the details on costs, installation 

and how to order on the price list. 
The Slimtel, like all Inphones, is engineered to 

the highest standards and is fully tested and approved 
for connection to the British Telecom network. 
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IN TOUCH. IN TONtsiftinmonen  
Slimtel is a trade mark of British Telecommunications. U.K. Registered Design No. 1 012 152. 	 l'EL.ECOM 
NB: We do our best to supply our customers with the apparatus they ask for, but we may 
have to provide apparatus which does not accord exactly with the descriptions, illustrations 

and shades of colour shown in this brochure. 
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